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Abstract

In order to expand shear testing to different nomrinal strain rates a new experimental

ttchniiauc- 'as been developed in the Laboratory of Physics and Mechanics of Materials, Metz,

Fra.:ce (LP MM). A modified specimen gyeometrv of double shear has been designed (NMS

specimcnen. 1he NMS specimen with fiat faces is loaded directly by a bar projectile which can be

accelerated to a ciesired impact velocity by a gas grun (1 r=/s •ý V,, : 200 m/s), where \r0 is the

irnpact vel~ocitv. S~ice the specimen is backed by a lon~z tube which n-ansnmits the force imp~osed on

:h-- MIDS specimen the shear suess history can be exactly recorded by the transrmined elastic lonzi-

tudinal wave,. Tne shear disuiacement of the- NMS specimen is measured directly by an opticall

£aqt. T~he exTperimental1 setup) which consists of the air zun, transmitter tube (Houkdinson tube-) and

opti1_cal disuiacerrment qagemt fot a wide variation of the nominal strain rates. typ.icalIly 102 S-1

<ý • 0_4 s-1. On thie otner- hand the7re is no Limitation of ma~ximnum she-ar sunan.

The MIDS s-oeCimen qeomen, nasbocen. calibrated with the_ FEM and "ABACU:S" softLWare.

Eva~luation of Qisuersfl'e efflects of elastic lonal-tudinal waves in tubes has been studied, seel

A--encax :,' 21 to the Reuor:. A closed-form solution has bee-n obtained for a semi-infinite tube,

lcat-.d at the enid by the_ step pre-ssure- function p = p,) H (t), where- Do is the aLm'Plitude1 Of Vressuret

adH (t) is the- Havvsidne unc:ior.. D'z---,s~on eftects in :h- reall confizuration of the -',,IS

Specime-n and Hoo~tinson tub-, have bee-n analysed fo.- severaL ideali sed trapezoidai incident pulses

.ý i a dynamic FE code Th~ose caculationis revealed4 charactr.-stic features in dispersive chasizes

cl h e a-ansrnittlet pulses by the NEDS specimen1.

Adiabatic shear bandinq leads dire-ctly to dynamiuc fracture-1 in Mode 1I. Because tr'.e stress

zonce~ntzators are p)re-sen.t in every loading c onfiguration this causes that the dynamic Mode, f1 is the

1.n~al staze of the ASB's. A lar2- s-tudy of rate effects in Mode II fracture has lbeen pe::orred,

A:):en-,dx n0ý 1 to the ReportL.

The new experi'mental technique has been applied, as an :rlelirriiriary stage.- to test an annea-

.ed ;ow alloy mi'ld steel (0.1-,7% C. 0,58%7, Mn). I: wvas atte-muted to f~id conditions for catast~oohic

adiabatic shear as a function of irriact velcociry, up to 100 mis. An energy analysis have shown that

in eIxcess of certain impact velocity, ýq'icallx' for this steel NV, = 90 mis, the energy to break NMDS

sp-cimren diminishes when the i',.,,act velOCiEV is incre-ased. In addition, scanning microm-aphs

were taken of the fracture sur-act-s.

The second series of exotriments have been perforcd or, quenched an'" te.-mocrrd V, A1R

4340 steel. Agair., the threshold ul'impact velocity has been found for this steel in excess of which

thbe critical force, or eneren' of frac turinga, diminishes when impact velocity is increased. The critical

:moact velocity is estimated as V0, 150 m/s. Scanning' electron microscopy revealed characteristic

?a~tmns on tht; tracture surfaces indicating very high temperatures.
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Extended abstract

Since adiabatic shear bands (ASB's) are frequently observed in steels under high rate of
deformation, and they are the dominant mode of failure in steels, the interest of studying them is
still actual. Although the ASB's have been previously studied, the effect of the nominal strain rate

as well as the effects of different impact velocities on ASB's development are not throughly under-

stood.

A commonly used experimental technique in studying the ASB's is the Split Hopkinson

Torsion Bar. This technique, although quite effective and precise, has one disadvantage that the

nominal rates of shearing are quite limited, typically, 500 s-1 <_ :5 2000 s-1, where t is the rate of

shear deformation. In order to expand shear testing to different nominal strain rates a new experi-

mental technique has been developed in the Laboratory of Physics and Mechanics of Materials,

Metz, France (LPNIMM). A modified specimen geometry of double she- has been designed (M.DS

specimen). The MDS specimen with flat faces is loaded directly by a bar projectile which can be
accelerated to a desired impact velocity by a gas gun (i m/s __ V0 < 200 m/s), where Vo is the
impact velocity. Since the specimen isbacked by a long tube which ",,smits the force imposed on
the MDS speciren the shear stress history can be exactly recorded byv "-e transmitted elastic lon•i-

rudinal wave. The shear displacement of Lne M.DS specimen is melasured directly by an optical

gage. The experimental setup which consists of the air gun, transmitter :ube (Hopkinson tube) and
optical displacement gage / extensometer, permits for a wide variation of the nominal strain rates,
typically 102 s-1 _< t < 105 s-1. On the other hand there is no limitation of maximum shear strain.

Since the technique is new preliminary studies. have been unde:-La.<en to understand better the

mechanics of the test.

The MDS specimen geometry has been calibrated with the FEM and "ABACUS" software

(0. Oussouaddi).

Evaluation of dispersive effects of elastic longitudinal waves in tubes has been studied (J.R.

Klepaczko and S.J. Matysiak), see Appendix n' 2 to the Final Technical Report. A closed-form

solution has been obtained for a semi-infinite tube loaded at the end by the step pressure function

P = Po H (t), where Po is the amplitude of pressure and H (t) is the Havyside function.

Dispersion effects in the real configuration of the MDS specimen and Hopkinson tube have

been analysed for several idealised trapezoidal incident pulses using a dynamic FE code. Those

calculations revealed characteristic features in dispersive changes of the transmitted pulses by the

MTI)S specimen.

Adiabatic shear banding leads directly to dynamic fracture in Mode LT. Because the stress

concentrators are present in every loading configuration and this causes that the dynamic Mode II is

the final stage of the ASB's. A large study of rate effects in Mode 11 fracture has been performed

(I.V. Varfolomeyer and J.R. Klepaczko), see Appendix n 1 to the Final Technical Report.



Different crack geometries in Mode II has been analysed, and some of them can be used with the

new experimental setup.

The new experimental technique has been applied, as an preliminary stage, to test annealed

low alloy mild steel (0.17% C, 0.58% Mn). It was attempted to find conditions for catastrophic

adiabatic shear as a function of impact velocity, up to 100 m/s. An energy analysis have shown that

in excess of certain impact velocity, or nominal strain rate, typically for this steel 1 = 1.15 * 104

s-i, the energy to break MDS specimen diminishes when the impact velocity is increased. In

addition, scanning micrographs were taken of the fracttue surfaces.

The second series of experiments have been performed on quenched and tempered VAR

4340 steel. Again, the threshold strain rate has been found for this steel in excess of which the

critical force, or energy of fracuring, diminishes when impact velocity is increased. The threshold

strain rate is estimated as r = 105 s-1. Scanning electron microscopy revealed characteristic patterns

on the fracture surfaces indicating very high temperatures.

Although the new experimental technique needs further improvements it appeared to be

useful and effective.
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Introduction

During last decade a substantial progress has been made in testing, analytical solutions and

numerical calculations of the Adiabatic Shear Bands. It is well known for a long time, for example,

the paper by H. Tresca (1878) [1], and revue by W. Johnson (1987) [2], of early works, that

metals can develop a thermal instability of plastic flow due to heat generated during deformation.
Zener and Hollomon (1944) [3], noted that an increase strain rate is inevitably associated with a

change of deformation conditions from isothermal to adiabatic. The same authors found that the

plastic deformation becomes unstable when the strain hardening rate (the tangent modulus of the

stress-strain curve) starts to be negative. Although localisation of plastic deformation in the form of

shear bands is very common in many materials, a great deal of interest has been recently devoted to

study the non-isothermal cases. The present study is also limited to the non-isothermal case when
the adiabatic conditions of plastic deformation prevail.

At moderately high and high strain rates plastic deformation in metals is nearly adiabatic, as a
consequence the deformation heating can lead to sizeable amount of flow softening and hence to

flow localization in the iorm of ASB, called also the thermoplastic catastrophic shear, which can

inturn lead to fracture. The ASB's are narrow, a small fraction of millimeter, zones of highly non-
homogeneous deformation .leveloped by a complicated interplay of strain hardening, temperature

softening, strain rate sensitivity, dynamuic strain ageing and sometimes i.:ertia forces. In some
materials, specially in steels and titanium alloys, a phase transformation or amorphous-like

microstrucrure may develop within a narrow zone of the ihighest temperatures. It may be mentioned

that there is no agreement as to a state of structure inside the ASB's for different materials. It may

be mentioned also d'at ASB's. with or without phase transformation, often act as sites of fracture

initiation in Mode II, [4]. The importance of the ASB's is obvious in diverse applications like

rolling, drawing, machining, impact on structures and baLListic impact.

A nutnber of analytical. numerical and experrimental studies have been prtformed in att,-rpt
to determine the critical conditions for the onset =-d evolution of castastrophic thermoplastic shear.

The early revues on the subject denionstrated difficulties in the ana:ysis of the problem, for

example [(. A more recent up-to-date review was pubished by Bai and Dodd, (6].
Analytical studies of ASB are more numtrous and they will not be reviewed in this Ren.rv

Generally, because of simplicity of constitutive relations. in order to find a closed form solution.,

inacceptabie simplifications wew autromatically introduced in sore, ASB analyses. Nlore reCent
analwic studies are mo acceptable., for example [7. 101.

On the other hand. more and morc numerical analyses on ASB fornation are available, and

in general, the final results arm very sensitive to constitutive relations chosen. Although very fre-
quizndy the fully rona4inear system of equauons is employed in such studies, the material behavior

chai-re.rized in the form of constitutive relations is quite simplifie& Such sitzation may lead to
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some misinterpretations of how ASB's evolve as a function of both the initial and boundary

conditions.

The state of the art is that relatively large quantity of theoretical studies have been so far

published with much less effort put into experiment. Most of experimental studies make use of

Split Hopkinson Torsion Bar (torsional Kolsky apparatus), [11-13]. They are based on fast torsion

of thin tubular specimens of short lengths. Such test with SHTB has a very limited range (in the

logarithmic scale) of the norminal shear strain rates, usually around 103 s-, and the boundary

conditions imposed during the test, although well defined, are not constant, (14]. Thus, majority

of experimental studies were limited to a thin tubular geometnr and to the nominal strain rates

around 103 s-1. The other range of rates, albeit much higher, is met in external ballistics and

explosive loading. Although it is very easy to produce a network of ASB's during ballistic or

explosive loadings. they do no: provide a good experimental basis to study fundamentals.

T'he most importanL. and so far unresolved class of problems, is the effect of initial and

boundary conditions on the onse" and formation of the ASB's. From the point of view of exoern-
rnen:s rte followutrg loadng schemes ca. be srecified:

I iaiziallv unifrm- deforaaon :.ieid %%i:h smaLl initial perturbations.

the initial pen-bations wh2ic•h ar"e usually assumed:

a. srrall lefe,: of veore=v

S.ea: S'.,mks.

Ir: lc setd d mor:.mzt:o, -.- a iw.•' -saxi.- ous sutess or s an IC on nC :vs ;

. ,•'e.: -"..ac: a: v.e.eo: ,eoc:,es ,L%-.udmS billisdc ,epacz) and d&:'erent projeciie.:

atX .12. exan*o o:ijt,.s %ai~uo a ASB's i
b, st.ck, "ayes •e.".ae,-: en or.:.rated surtfaces,

:, Con-oiled shock waavts

a. piate-priatc n..,c: ,n-.ucr.:SBs;.
v. M.aei forming pr.sss

a. machirmne .

c. high speed d-awing.

The systetmaacs shown above points out on a wide lass of loading conditions, and in Mmn. on a

%,de class of iniual and boundary condiions ur4er which the ASB's can be generated. The cases

iii.. iv. and v. will not be discussed hemt. however, the most fundamental cases. i. and iL. am

woth of discussson. The case 4. is clearly related to SHTB technique. It can be poin', out that the

active s.CC1en lentgth and nmal condinons can inluvence the outcome In the form of ASB. For



example Litonski (15] has furnished a detailed analysis of the deformation in torsion of a thin-
walled tube with an initial geometric imperfection in the form of a slightly thinned section. Thie
analysis was repeated in a similar way by Costin et al [11] but with comparison to SHTB
exper-iments on 1018 CRS (cold rolled steel) and 1020 HRS (hot rolled steel). Sometime later
Litonski [16] have shown by a similar numerical analysis, but the thin-walled tube without
geometric imperfection has been analysed and with the heat sinks at the ends, that the ASB occurs
abovf. certain critical strain rate of the order 1.0 s-1. Another numerical study was reported in [17]
where a thin-walled tube of a constant cross-section had a Gaussian imperfec-tion of the yield
saulss T~, i.e. ry (x) = TvO G (x), where G(x) is the Gaussian distribution and TY is the mean yield

stress. It was shown in this study that at lower nominal strain rates, of the order 0.1 s-1, the strain
and temperature fields differ for the adiabatic and heat conduction cases. When the nominal strain

rate wvas increased to I s-1 the differences were substantially reduced.

Also later the geometry imperfections were the most frequently studied cases. In (18] are
reported numerical simulations of AS B's observed on 1020 in [(II]. Plastic instability and flow

localization in shear at high rates of deformation were studied in ( 19] by assuming a geometrical

impertection in specimen. In (20] the effects of material imperfections via geometric imperfections

on tlow localization in SHTB test were studied.
Shawki and Clif~on. [211 presented a number of analytic solutions and numerical studies,

including torsion oi a thin tube with geometrical imperf .ections, with one or more circumferential

grooves and with thermally isolated sides. Three simple constitutive relations were used in those

calculations. It was found, as expected. that at high nominal strain rates of the order 103 to 1W0'S
the localization mechanism which accounts for ASB formation is exctusively adiabatic. For this

mechanism. at advanced deformation the thermal softening dominates ir reduction or stress and an
increase of local shear strain leading tL. catastrophic local shearing. At small swrins a positive strain

hardening dominates and localization dces not occur. The rate of localization depends strongly on

the strain rate sensitiv*'ty. The qualitative discussion as offered above is consistent with earlier

findings and physical intuition. The qualitative analyses of the ASB's formiation for particular
mentals and alloys and for different boundary conditions are sWil waiting to be solved.

A more recent nu merical study. (22 1 have shown that the heat sinks introduced at the ends of
a thin-walled tube can modify the whole process of the ASB formation in comparison to the

assumption of the adiabatic boundary conditions. !n addition to the heat sinks a temperature
perturbation was introduced. A small local maximum in the initial temperature distribution along
the tube aWs developed formation of the ASB just in this cross section. A simple linear Aftienius
mode.1 combined with a power strain hardlening was employed in those calculations, the nominal
strain rute was assumed as 1.6 x 103 s- I. Again. numencal results discussed above clearly inicase
the importance of dhe initial and boundary conditions on final geometry and formation of the
ASB's.
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Transition from isothermal to adiabatic deformation

The localization of deformation in the form of ASB's is observed in thin-walled tubes when

the nominal strain rate exceeds certain value. Obviously, a transition exists between pure

isothermal and pure adiabatic regimes of deformation. This transition depends in the first place on

geometry of deformed body and on effectiveness of heat evacuation from the heat zones. When

correct boundary and initial problems are posed it is possible to estimate the range of strain rates
within which the transition occurs. Preliminary calculations to find an approximate strain rate range

of transition were reported in (15] and [17]. In the second case numerical calculations were

performed for the length of tube L = 30 mm and initial temperature 673K, and three cases were

studied: isothermal, adiabatic and mixed, when it was allowed for heat conduction. Three nominal

strain rates were assumed : 0.01 ; 0.1 and 1.0 s-1. The final results of those calculations have

shown that the difference between adiabatic and mixed cases is substantially reduced for shear

strain rate 1.0 s- . A simiiar calculation was performed in [16] for a thin-walled tube, L = 5.0 mm,

and with the heat sinks at the ends, again the initial temperature was assumed T, = 673K, and four

values of nominal strain rates were considered : 0.01 ; 0.1 ; 1.0 and 10.0 s-. Similar plots were

produced for the complete case (heat conduction included). It was found tha: the transition must

occur between nominal strain rates 0.1 and 1 s-i.

A more exac: transidon analysis for thin-walled tubes of different lengths was performed

more recently by Oussouaddi and Klepaczko [23]. The finite difference technique has been applied

with relatively exact constitutive relation, and calculations were carried out at different nominal
strain rates in shear from 1.0 s" to i03 s-1, at T0 = 300K. In addition, the effect of length on the

isothermal/ adiabatic tran.tion was studied. Since the heat sinks were assumed at the tube ends the
transition was defined as the maximum of partial derivative of the temperature gradient with respect
to the nominal strain rate En

a- log Fn" ( 1)

where x is the axial coordinate - L/2 5 x _• L/-, T is the absolute temperature and En = dF~/dt is
the nominal strain rate in shear, -n = (r/L) qp, r is the mean radius and (p the angle of twist. The

temperature gradients as a function of log fn for L = 2.0 mm are shown in Fig. la, whereas Fig.

lb shows variation of • also as a function of log r'. It is clear that the transition can be well

defined by the maximum value of 4. The critical values of (tn).r are given in Table 1, and also

shown in Fig. 2 as a function of L. The results support qualitatively the physical intuition that the

critical strain rate increases in proportion to the thermal conductivity, which is the lowest for steel
and the highest for copper. When L decreases from 10 mm to 1.0 mm the critical strain rate

increases approximately twofold for all three material which were studied.
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Those results clearly indicate the importance of the boundary and initial conditions, in both

experiment and numerics, not only in the case of transition isothermal/adiabatic, but also in for-

mation of ASB's.
Table 1

Critical shear strain rate (s-1)

Length (mm) Steel Aluminium Copper

I 58.C 89,0 112.0

2 47.5 68.5 84.5

4 40.5 54,0 66,0

6 36.0 50,0 59,0

10 31.0 42,0 49.0

Shear strain of instability

The earliest studies on the onset of the shear localization were limited, by analogy to

Consid~re condition of instability in tension test, to the load instability dM/dp = 0. The condition

dM/dqp = 0, where M is the torque and D is the angle of twist, gives possibility to determine the

critical instability strain -if a specific constitutive relation is assumed. It was confirmed by Litonski

[15], by numerical application of the flow localization model (Marciniak-Kuczynski approach

[24]), that the onset of instability corresponds to the maximum load, that is the condition dM/dcp =

0 was confirmed -,, onset of instability. Many authors derived formulas for the critical strain

using different empirical consntutive relations, a review of those derivations was published in [25].

Experimental confirmation of the onset condition d.Mdqp = 0 was provided for a low-alloy

structural steel in [13]. A high speed photography combined with SHTB technique was applied in

those study.

Since up to the maximum of torque the shear deformation is uniform the condition for load

instability reduces to the formula
d'r

-- '0
dir (2)

Because many authors use constitutive relations in the form of multiplication function

I = fl (M) f2 (f) f3 ([') (3)

a more general analysis of the condition (2) will be given, Klepaczko, [26]. If the mechanical

equation of state is assumed and the history effects are neglected one can write
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dr" "•-'.T•dT - t -dtr + at Icr dT _

then the condition (2) leads to

( at Ijrt. LT (k dr d 0
-F)Tr T- _ -=0

ar'TJ-dr(5)

Condition (5) car be satisfied only in very specific conditions of deformation. One of them is the

adiabatic process of deformation, then

dT dT'

dr (d-!ADLkBATr (6)

Condition (5) can be analysed for variety of deformation histories F (r) and T (F), but the sim-

ciest case is usuaL,.ly limited to t.e constant strain rate, in general

- -dT

; b / IA (7)

It is important, then. to have an estimate of the adiabatic increase of temperature TA (F) and

(DT/dF)A due to plastic work converted into heat. Assuming constitutive relation (2) it follows

'-om the principle of energ" conservation

cdT [ -- ',TY fl.t f,(F 2 f3 (T)

dr. I pA )QfF ) (8)

where (T.F) is a ccfficient taking into account the stored energy in the material, p (T) is the mass

density of the material and C- (T) is the specific heat at constant pressure, both p and Cp are

function of temperarure.

The partial differenrias can be found after (3) as follows

f(r) f r)'

FjT 
(9)

U orrr r (9)

Introduction (9) into condition (4) yields

I (faf2- 1 1af1\dTJ I (f

fee it ou -on - ( 0f:r f••"A f3(1 (10)

After elirrfination of (dTldr'A using (8) the condition (10) is trcansformed into the foMowing form
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1 (+f-(rc) f(F (' f )- ~f~(r~f2(F,,) /aF, p - {T CP (T) f36 -r -0 (1

where 1,> is the strain at the onset of instability.

If the strain rate is constant, (df/dn) = 0, condition (11) reduces to

o 2÷ + . (r¢ f36 (f 1"- ý =_
aF 0 orC Cf)

(12)

Since only f2 (r,) depends on the critical strain the explicit equation for f2 (rE) is
112

_ (f2/r) P MCr p r)[f3 (f)(1.jJ(13)

The expression [-A]"/2 has real and imaginary part. Inversion of f2 (Fe) makes it possible to find

I-c

1`12r [-A~r-, r,T
"C 2 (14)

where - A is the expression in the squae brackets of (13). Existence of the real f2 (Fe) is possible

only if A is negative. Since p, Cp, (1-,) must be always positive and the function of strain rate

sensitivity, f3 (t), is assumed in this case also positive, the only term which may be negative is

(@fraF) / (afl/aT). The most common case is the thermal softening which leads to negative value

of afl/aT, of course, if afvJF is at the same time positive. Another possibility is if the tangent

modulus afjiF is negative and at the same time there is no thermal softening. The role of a

positive rate sensitivity is quite interesting, that is if f3 (I) is an increasing function of strain rate r.

The positive rate sensitivity has a negative effect on the onset of adiabatic instability, that is 17 is

reduced when strain rate is increased. The positive rate sensitivity increases production of plastic

work convened into heat. However, after the critical strain F1 is reached, F > Fr, a positive rate

sensitivity diminishes local strain gradients in ASB's. Since the assumption was made (dr/dr) =

0, function f3 (F) plays a role of parameter, it must be constant but rate dependent.

In many publications constitutive relations are employed which fail into the class of equation

(3). For example, in [15-171 and other publications, the following relation was used in numerical

studies

t =B (I -aT) I +b F 
(15)

where n is the strain hardening index and m is the rate sensitivity, a, b, B ae empirical constants.

In this case the thermal softening term has been linearized. Another authors employed the follo-

wing constitutive relation, for example (7, 9, 21]
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where B, v, n, m are respectively plasticity modulus, temperature index, strain hardening index

and logarithmic strain rate sensitivity, To, 10 and FO are normalization constants. Relation (16)

falls in the class of non-linear liquids since t = 0 if I" - 0. This relation was used many times for

both, numerical solutions and enturbation analyses, for example [7, 21, 27, 28], and others.

To discuss further the condition of adiabatic instability it is assumed that the flow stress is

represented by a more specific relation

nI .r,
t=BcTF F (17)

where B (T) is known temperature-dependent plasticity modulus. The condition (10) yields the

follow~ing relation

nFc - FV F(2T- PoCpCr) 
(18)

it is assumed that the mass dea:.:itv PO and the coefficient of stored energy remain constant. After

(18) the critical shear strain at :-. onset of instabili.y is[C i
"V (19)

A positive role of strain hardening in delaying the adiabatic instability was well documented in

early Dublications. Since :"e -eeocific heat is an increasing func:ion of temperature it also delays

instability. The most imporan: [az:or is the mathematical form of the (- aBi&T), especially in the

case of post-c:iocal analyses..
Adiabatic increments oier-,era:ue at the point of instability, a:'Fr = 0, are not usually very high,

and constancy of n and m nr acceptable. Constant values of n and m are only the first
approximation for small incre-ents of temperature. Since it has been shown in (29] and later in
(131 that the rise of the post-cn:".-al temperature for steels is of the order 4-25 K < AT < 595 K at

the centra! pan of the ASB. t.e constancy of n and m is a ver' crude approximation. A similar

conclusion was reached in (301 by numerical analysis of a thin-walled torsion test speciman. The

thermal softening - (aBiWT) was assumed linear in the first calculations of the post-critical
deformation of copper and bilinear in the second one. Substantial differences were revealed in the

evolution of stresses in bot. stages of deformation, up to the instability points and during

localization. Another p?rdox of the temperature-independent lcgarithmic rate sensitivity, if the
thermal softening (t~oT is negative, lies in the fact that the stress differences at two constant

smin rates increase according :o formula (17) when temperartn. is decreased. this is in complete
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contradiction to the real behavior of metals, [31]. A more rational approach is to use some form of

Arrhenius relation to take into account at the same time thermal softening and temperature-

dependent rate sensitivity, for example [21] and also [22].

Because of complexity in formation of the ASB's the analytic studies in this area, although
important, have qualitative character, mostly due to simplistic constitutive relations. The
importance must be focused on a full numerical approach with physically-based constitutive

relations.

Some results of numerical studies

Among publications on numerical analyses of ASB's only few take into account the fully
non-linear system of governing equations. However, the crucial problem, even for the complete

formulation, is the choice of constitutive relations.

Two boundary value problems are the most interesting from the point of view of experi-
mental techniques:

i. fast torsion of a thin-walled tube (interesting due to SHTB technique);

ii. fast shearing of a layer of finite hight (interesting due to a new experimental technique descri-

bed in the next part of this report).
Relatively complete analysis of torsion was reported in [22]. Numerical study of a layer as a

complete non-linear problem, fully coupled with temperature, was reported in [32]. The fully
coupled problem was formulated including heat conduction, changes of specific head as a function
of temperature, complete effects of temperature on mechanical properties and inertia. The layer
with geometric imperfection was assumed, and the top and bottom of the layer were adiabatically

isolated. A complete phenomenological constitutive relation has been used in those calculations. A

more exact analysis and discussion of this constitutive relation is published elsewhere, [33]. The
fully temperature coupled constiutive relations are as follows

me) mks)

where 9 is the homologous temperature, 9 = T/Tm, and Tm is the melting temperature of a material

under consideration, ql is the pseudo-viscosity and < > is the operator, <. > = 0 if Ft< 1o and
<.- > = I if t > F0 , t', is the threshold strain rate. Both, strain hardening index n and logarithmic

rate sensitivity m are coupled with temperature. For BrC metals ta anU n aue expressed as a

function of 9 as follows

n 0 (e) (2-1)
j'o (21)
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r
in (0)= a 6exp (-*b e)±+c 0  (22)

where n, is the strain hardening index at OK, and a, b, crx, and r aie constants, p. (0) is tempera-

ture-dependent shear modulus of elasticity

P. (6) = ý41 -6exp(a~ e )1(3
where 4o is the shear modulus at OK and 6., is a constant. All constants for two steels (1018 CRS

and 1020 HRS) are identified in the paper which was mentioned above. Variation of specific heat

was taken into account according to Debye formulation. Geometic imperfection was assumed in

the form

%11 (') = Wo I+3 sin E
1) 

(24)

where w0 is the ayer thickness and h iP the layer height, 5 and E are geometry parameters. Equa-

tions of mornentum, b- lance oi energy with adequate Fourier constant for heat conduction and

compatibility condition were assumed iii their standard form in those calculations. Numerical

calculations were performed using the finite difference implicit method. The duration of the

successive time increments were chosen ir such a way that the algorithm was unconditionally

stable. The boundar- cCondicons ,vet, assunied that the bottom surface of the laver was fixed and a

constant velc.iyI V was imposed to the top. a sLeady su,.ce process.

The inD•t for those :aicuiauons was ,he nominal stairn rate in shear F, " V/h. The output of

calculations consisted o, a det~aled spati-1 history ot all important phys-ca quantinies like shear

stess T (y,t), strain r (y,t), szrain rate 1 (y,t). abs'iute temperatare T (y,tO ar4 !ocal velocity v

(y.t). Thus, the simulation provided a wnole dynamrru aistory of the A3B development at different

nominal strain rates En.

Two values of critical nom.',.t strai;s wcre evaluated, the instability stra.in Fr associatej with

the maximum force and &e flr• :oc•.iizadon strain ILOC defined as foliows

Fn-FLOc when "im 1=00

A-- 0 (25)

wihere tA is :he local st-aln rate in the strongest section of the layer and Fe is the local strain rate in

tre cross section, where localization occurs. Numerical soludons obtained for two steels wi.h'n the

range of nominal strain rates 102 s$4 < Ft !5 104 s-1, (1018 CRS and 1020 HRS) have shown a

nminimum of both values of t,, i.e F1 and Ftnc at the nominal strain rame - 2x10 3 s'1 Values of

FLoc were obtained numerically using the conditioi wtcO = 10: Ft. In the range of t. lower than

t = 2x10 3 s-1 both nominal strains re and FLOC decrease when t. is increased, the trend in

accordaice to formulas (13) and (19). In the range of the nomtinl strain rates higher than fn =

2x10 3 s a siight increase of r. and rLoC is observed. Since calculations were performed twice
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withcut pseudo-viscosity, rl 0, and with pseudo-viscosity the positive effect of excessive strain

rate sensitivity on the localization is obvious. The ratio J"LOc/-" increases at the higher rate if the

pseudo-viscosity is included into calculations, if only the logarithmic rate sensitivity is taken into

calculations the ratio -LOc/rf increases only slightly as a function of F,. It has been, thus, shown

in the paper discussed above that for a given material and a given geometric imperfection, there

exists a domain of nominal strain rates tn where development of the catastrophic shear in the form

of the ASB is the most likely to occur. A similar minimum of F, was also found in [34] using a

finite element technique, and confirmed later in [35] by an approximate method. In both cases the

initial temperature defect was assumed. Attempts to find the final thickness of ASB's after

numerical results reported'in [32] were not quite successful. Although it was found that ASB's

were formed the asymptotic width was difficult to estimate since at ILOC = 102 ln the evolution of

ASB's were still not finished. One of reasons why it was difficult to specify a finite thickness of

the ASB is the excessive strain hardening introduced by the term 'n(T) at large strains, even when

the correct relation for n(T) was used.

As an result a completely new series of numerical calculations were undertaken, but this time

a physically based set of constitutive relations have been used. Here only some results will be

discussed, a more thorough of that study is given elsewhere, [36]. The constitutive modeling is

represented by a consistent approach to the kinetics of macroscopic plastic behavior of metals with

BCC and FCC structures, [37, 38]. The constitutive formalism is used here with one state variable

which is the total dislocation density p. The notion is adopted that plastic deformation in shear is

the fundamental mode of deformation. It is assumed that at constant microstructure the flow stress

z has two components: the internal stress ;, and the effective stress t*, thus

'T= rj ý,T) r, TsR + r, TS.ST (216)'t='c[,h( Ti,T +'t* (F,Tr~(6

where h (rT) are the histories of plastic deformation, r and r are respectively plastic strain and

strain rate. The internal stress -tg is developed by long range strong obstacles to dislocation mo-

tion, and the effective stress t* is due to thermally activated short range obstac!es. In fact, the

internal stress "t, must be also rate- and temperature-dependent via dynamic recovery or

annihilation processes. To describe completely strain rate and temperature effects, including

evolution of microstructure and strain hardening. an evolution equation must be defined. In this

case a simple evolution equation has been adopted which is adequate to account for strain

hardening in mild steels. [371

dr (27)

where Po is the initial dislocation density and k, (fT) is the annihilation factor. The multiplication

factor MW is related to the mean free path X of dislocation storage by the formula Mu - I/b) where
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b is the modulus of Burgers vector. For constant temperature and strain rate the explicit form for p

can be found after integration of (27)

p =po+ . l-exp(-ka r,TF

k a(iT) (28)

If strain rate and temperature are not constant, like in the case of ASB formation, the evolution

equatior. tust be numerically integated to find current value of p. If p is found the internal stress

is also found from the relation

a - g(T) b' W(29)

where a is dislocation/obstacle interaction constant, and g(T), the shear elasticity modulus is

specified by eq. (23). Annihilation factor k, is given by the formulas

k,=k, for 0_<T_•T.

and

S f T(30)

A constant value for k, = k, for 0 5 T < T. is a good approximation for mild steels which have an

abi*Ut to dvnzrnic s ain ageng z391. Equations from (27) to (30) characte-ze ccmpletely evolution

of the internal stress :.,

The effective stress -.a c"= be deduced from generalised A.-.henius relation, [37, 38]

i= ) - T j (31)

where \-: is the frequency fac:ý%: for :he kinetics of double dislocation kink. and %Gk is the free

energy of activaticen for this ,-cechanism. Inversion of eq. (31) leads zo t!e explicit formula

for the effecti\c s•ces

In LhLs case the universal form for the free energy AGk was employed, [401

~ (~Pj

(33)

wih
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!* " GýPm
o'0 and pm= fp',° ha* an r p(34)

where Go is the energy of the double kink formation and 'r is the Peierls stress at OK, a* is the

activation distance, a* = n b, [37, 41]. The frequency factor Vk is assumed in the form

vk =fonb2VDPo I +Loexp ( log o I
f\ ýr OJ (35)

where fo is the initial fraction, eq. (34), Pm is the mobile dislocation density, VD is Debye fre-

quency, fl, Tr are constants. The set of equations from (32) to (35) provide complete evolution of

the effective stress *.

This constitutive modeling involves two kinds of constants, the absolute physical coistants

and the constants also based on physics but specified for a particular metal or alloy. The complete

discussion of all constants will be given elsewhere, [36], but some basic values are given below:
Mu = 1.2x101 ° cm-2 ; T. = 558 K ; Tr = 300 K ; n. = 1.47x10"4, r. = 10 s-1 ; G. = 0.315 e V;

ko = 9.23 ; fi = 7 ;: 520 %MPa ; n=2; fo 0.05 ; p 0 = 6.2x10 8 cm-: ; q = 4/3 ; p = 3/4. Those

constants are representative for a mild steel XC18 (French Standards) after annealing, 0.17% C;

0.58% Mn ; 0.21% Si.
Numerical calculatons were performed using the same finite difference procedure depicted

previcusly, but the hight of the layer was assumed h = 2.0 mm and the number of elementary
sublayers was assumed 100, so that the elementary sublayer had the thickness *lh = 20 jin. With

such value of Ah an analyvis of the terminal thickness of the ASB could be attempted.

Results of seventeen computer simulations for different nominal strain rates, 80 s-1 S t":S

4.5xlO s-1, will be brie:ly presented here. The nominal instability sain r, and the nominal

localization strain rLoc are shown as a function of log t. in Fig. 3. The miumum of the instabi-

lity strain r, is found again in the region of nominal strain rates above 102 s-1, log t, - 2.3, f, -

200 s-'. This is better visible in Fig. . with expanded scale of [,,. The stabilizing effect of stain

rate and perhaps inema are clearly shown in Fig. 5 where the ratio rjrLOc is plotted as a function
of log tc. The ratio beguns with value around 2.0 at t, 102 s'I and ends with - 6.0 at h - 105

s'. Around the range of the nominal strain rates - 5x101 s-d the mximum temperature at the cene

of the ASB is found to be quite close to the melting point foiron. Tm. 1785 K. This is why the

last point of localization strain rtC calcultd for the highest Il. is on the same level in Fig. 3 as

the preceding pointL rOc - 2.5. A high probability that at the latest suags of ASB foimation the

temperature at the centrl pans of ASB's exceeds the melting point was suggested in [424. It was

found after examination of fracture surfuaes farmed dining tensile am of high sreng stels that

the tops of the dimples separated by a fast shearing are sphewidized. apparently from melting

The most sensitive paramer for numical analyses of the ASB's is the final width of the

band. In the present analysis a gradient method was assumed to defie the final width of shear
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band. The profiles of shear sz--ii F (y) and temDerature T (y) as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for f,
10'O~ s' and for ,iferen: of the nominal strains En, served as a basis for all strain rates

-a'aysed to fnd stain and :erperxaure gradients gr (y) and gT (y) at different levels of the nominal
strain. The strain g-adients gr t.v) obtained after such procedure for 103 = l0 s-1 at different levels
of nominal strain are shown in Fig. S. The width of the ASB has been defined as an asymptotic
vaiue of the distn-.:e beteen tie •radient maxima,

.im._ - a . lim A =2a (36)

where Av, is the distance berween the gradient maxima, both for strain and temperature. Fig. 9
snows derails how the asmpto:tc half-value a of the ASB thickness was deterrmined. The dashed
line shows termrinal evolution of the band thickness. The same procedure was applied to the
enL-erature radients. The tfnai result is shown in Fig. 10 where the asymDtotic values of the

s.ea- band width -a is clo::ed ;ersus logarithm of the nominal sc-ain rate, log rl. The points depict
values of the band width obtaned by deformation 'radients. stars are obtained by the temperature
zradien, method. Diffeences betw.een those two approaches increase when the nominal strain rate
dezre-ases. This is due -o a n...ore intensive effects of heat conduction at lower strain rates. The shear
ba.-.n widths were found to have a minimum - -- 140 U.rn at IEn = 3.2x103 s-1. Fig. 10 shows

,o :hat at lower strain rates the shear bands are more diffused. At high strain rates inertia and rate
, . may _ .." increase -:-e wid-h of ASB's. However, the dimensions of the widths are in
ge~eral arreemen: w-i: e. - observations for annealed '.ild steels, including XC18 one.
Some steels with a high vield sre'ss ard low st'ain hardening may narrow substantially the ASB
,id-ns. For exaripie, it has beer. found in [13] that the shear band width is about 20 jtni for HY-
100 low alloy sree: tested a: t.- = 1.6x10 3 s-1 .
Seventeen comouter simulations of deforming layer with thickness h = 2.0 mm and with adiabatic
boundary condinions, for seventeen values of the nominal strain rate En, 80 s-1 • l: 105 s-1,
have revealed exis:ence of the sarain rate range withini which the development of the catastrophic
shear is the most easiest. This region is around the nominal strain rate of 103 s-1. Also this study
has confir•med existence of the minimum of both, :he instability strain and the final localization
st-ain, reported earlier in [34] and in [32]. The minimum of the ASB thickness was also revealed at
".h- nominal strain rate Ft, = 3.2xiO3 s-1. Evolution of the critical values Fr, FLOC and 2a at
different nominal sarain rates found from the numerical simulation has provided a strong argument
for experiment in this area.

New experimental technique of impact shearing

The torsion tests of thin-walled tubular specimens are very effective method to study
advanced plastic deformation, for both, quasi-static and dynamic loadings. In the literature three
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types of torsion devices ore reported. the rotary ftywbeel machines, the higi-*peed hydraulic

testing machines and the SHTB. All those systems of loading have its limitations. For example,
SHTB technique has a strong limitations in maximal strain (the net angle at rotation), maximum
nominal strain rate of the order F 2x10 3 s-1 (for a standard specimen length), as well the

variation of strain rate during the test are quite high. At high strain rates the finite risetime of the

incident wave may cause relatively large specimen deformation during the absence of mechanical

equilibrium between incident and transmitter bars.

Another experimental technique, very useful in material testing, is the double shear test

introduced by Ferguson et al. (1967) and perfected by Campbell and Ferguson (1970). Since one

of the promising specimen geometries to study dynamic plasticity and ASB's is the Double-notch
Shear specimen, it has been decided to use this concept in shear testing at medium and high strain
rates. Originally, Campbell and Ferguson applied the loading scheme consisted with the incident

Hopkinson bar and transmitter Hopkinson tube to study the temperature and strain-rate dependence

of the yield stress of a mild steel. Interpretation of oscillograms was the same as for Split

Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB or original Kolsky apparatus). Due to combination of a small

gage length, L, - 0.84 mm, that is the shearing part of the DS specimen, and a standard risetime in
the incident bar, tr = 20 l.s, relatively advanced plastic defonnation was reached during the risetime

period. This negative feature of the bar/tube configuration was recently discussed in [43].
It was decided, thea, to develop a new experimental technique based on a Modified Double

Shear specimen. The new experimental technique combines several positive factors already

experienced wi.h the other setups. This new technique has been described in some details else-
where, Klepaczko, [26, 43]. The scheme of the loading setup and measuring devices are shown in

Fig. 11. The direct impact was applied to load the MDS specimen. In this way the risetiie in

specimen loading present in the bar/tube configuration is practically eliminated. The flat-ended
projectiles of different lengths mude of maraging steel and of diameter d. = 10 nun arc launched

from an air gun with desired velocities V0, 1 ni/s -< V, - 200 i/s. The impact velocity is measured

by the setup consisting of three sources of light, fiber optic leads 1. -. 3 and three independent

photodiodes. The time intervals of dark signals ftom the photodiodes generated during passage of

a projectile are recorded by two time counters. The setup with three ,ight axes makes it possible to
determine accelerat ioeceerauion of a projectile just before impact, thus, ai e'Xact value of V. ca
be de•trmined.

Axial displacemaent V, (t) of the, centril part of the MDS sxcuimen is measured as a function

of time by an optical extensometer E, wting as an non-contact displacement Sage. The optical
extensometer reacts to the axial movement of a small black and white trget cc.nauAed to tim ceanu
par of the MDS specinen,

Axial force ransmitted by the specimen symicehic supports can be detmreined as a funcon
of tnime from the tzansnitted longitudinal wave et (t) measured by stmin gages T1, DC supply unit

St anrnplif•r Al. All electric signals are mecorded by digital osclos DO and stored i
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types of torsion devices are. reported : the rotary tly uel machines, th. high )peed hydraulic

testing machines and the SHTB. All those systems of loading have its limitations. For example,

SHTB technique has a strong limitations in maximal strain (the net anglc at rotation), maximum
nominal strain rate of the order r = 2x10 3 s-1 (for a standard specimen length), as well the

variation of strain rate during the test are quite high. At high strain rates the finite risetime of the

incident wave may cause relatively large specimen deformation during the absence of mechanical

equilibrium between incident and transmitter bars.
Another experimental technique, very useful in material testing, is the double shear test

introduced by Ferguson et al. (1967) and perfected by Campbell and Ferguson (1970). Since one

of the promising specimen geometries to study dynamic plasticity and ASB's is the Double-notch

Shear specimen. it has been decided to use this concept in shear testing at medium and high strain
rates. Originally, Campbell and Ferguson applied the loading scheme consisted with the incident

Hopkinson bar and tr,iasmitter Hopkinson tube to study the temperature and strain-rate dependence

of the yield stress of a mild steel. Interpretation of oscillograms was the same as for Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB or original Kolsky apparatus). D'ue "o combination of a small

guge length, [1 = 0.84 mm. that is the shearing pan of the DS specimen. and a standard risetime in
the incident bar. t. - 20 g±s. relatively advanced plastic deformation was reached during the risetime

period. This negative feature of the bar/tube configuration was recently discussed in 143].

It was decided, thea. to develop a new experimental technique based on a Modified Double
Shear spec:men. The new experimental technique combines several positive factors already

experienced with the other setups. This new technique has been dese-bed in some details else-
where. Klepaczko, [2-6, .43]. The scheme of the loading setup and measuring devices are shown in

rig. 11. The direct impact was applied to load the MDS specimen. In this way the riserime in

specimen loading present in the bar/tube configuration is practically eliminated. The flat-ended

projectiles of different lengtns made of maraging steel and of diameter di - 10 mm are launched
from an air gun with desired velocities V., 1 /s 's V0 S 200 m/s. The impact velocity is measured
by the setup consisting of three sources of light, fiber optic leads 1. _. 3 and three independent

photodiodes. The time intervals of dark signals from the photodiodes generated during passage of
a projectile are recorded by t'o time counters. The setup with three light axes makes it possible to

determine ao=1monleceleraion of a projectile just before impact. thus. an exact value of V. can

be determined.

Axial displacerneat U, (t) of the .nctra part of the MDS specimen is measured as a function
of time by an optical extensometer iý. actrin as an non-contact displacement gage. The optical
extensometer racts to the axial movement of a small black and whil urget cemented o the cenual

pa• of the MDS
Axial force trans•tued by the spemen syxmmec supports can be determined as a funcio

of tir from the stammted longiatdinal wave ET (t) measured by snir pges T1. DC supply unit

S1 and amplifier Al. All electric signals ae recorded by digital oscilloscope DO and next t mtod in
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the computer hard disc. In addition, a hard copy of the recorded signals can be produced with an

XY recorder or a printer. This new configuration of experimental setup permits for a wide variation

of the nominal strain rate. Direct determination of the axial displacement permits also for a more

exact evaluation of deformation history, a very important piece of information in development of

adiabatic shear bands. After elimination of time a force-displacement curve can be constructed for

the MDS specimen and next t'() or "(") curves can be determined. The experimental technique

described above has appeared ouite effective and flexible for material testing at high strain rates as

well as for studies of adiabatic shear bands. Detailed description of this technique including

calibration of the MDS specimen by FE is given elsewhere, (43].
The net displacement 8, i.•posed on the central part of the MDS specimen is

S(t) = 8 A (:)- C J f T ) d( 7

'nher -, (t) is disziacement measured by the optical extensor.-eteridisplacement gage shown by E

in Fig. II. •T (Z) is the transmn::ed wave signal. measured by :h.e strain gage T, cemented on the

,ransmitner tube surface. C, is "e elastic wave speed in the tube. U h is the deforming gage length

e: She MDS specimen. the nomn"al shear strain can be found from ýte formtdar C
J (38)

The nominal sza.-.' rv:e al- e :ound aso

L . (39)

It is assurned in zhe- elewn .a..y alproach that the -ransmizted s:gnfdl t- in'.I '-e Hopkinson tube is

suffincient to find ,.1;e -C :ai fome -aAns.ritted by the .MDS suppo".s n'rc, the r,;be

* ~ (40)

where AE is the ,.oss c:won oi the tube and E :s Young'; i=-aduius. The cross stction AE is

'..ated to the vem., .- ,,'e.. rube diatre:er

AE" -tD -d•

",'he shea st-ess -n :e MDS set:ir.n can be f=•". Ci'.e fc..a. `'t,

2 a b (41)

where a b is the czuve cross secaon of one side of he MDS sp•e'., is the calibntzon far. ,

2! I. and F is the axial force in the Hopkinso tube. The final fo:mula for die sher sutss is
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'r (t) = r(D2-d1 •E8 a b r(T) (42)

Thus, the shear stress in the MDS specimen is proportional to the current signal of the

transmitted longitudinal wave ET. All those relations have been derived using the elementary wave

theory of longitudinal elastic waves. In addition, it was assumed in derivation of eq. (15) that the

local pressures applied by MDS specimen at the end of the Hopkinson tube are transmitted

uniformly at the distance x - 3D, this is dynamic St. Venant rule. At the impact velocity V - 100

m/s time to fracture of the MDS specimen is relatively short, for example, for rc = 1.0 the time to

fracture is tcr 20 .s, it gives the wavelength X - 100 mm and the relative wavelength X =

2X/(D-d) ; is X = 11.1 ; D = 32 mm and d = 14 mm. Those wavelengths indicate that some

geometric dispersion may be present, but the so-called Pochhammer-Chree vibrations, and of

course geometric dispersion. are much smaller in a tube of the same external diameter than in a

solid bar, [44]. A more exact analyses of wave dispersion in tubes are in progress and some of

them are discussed in the next part of this report.

Another important parameter is the length of projectile L.. It is desirable to reach the time to

fracture t during the first cycle of elastic wave propagation in a projectile. If the nominal stain rate

r is assumed and the critical shear strain r, can be estimated, the length of thW- projectile I, which

assures the contact with the MDS specimen up to fracture can be found from t&e form'utla

LP = -F'• C.

(43)

For example. when r,, = 1.0 and r = 5xI0P s- the projectile length is reduced to L. - 50

mm. but for " = 103 s-1 the length should be L - 2500 M mm. It appears that at lower strain rates it

is almost impossible to defonm and fractture the MDS specimen during the contact time tp a 21 C.,

The longest projectile used in this study was L.., a 400 mam. For example. in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13

anm respectively shown original oscillogrammes for a mild (XCIS) and a hard steel (VAR4340).
The penod of time to fr=c=r the mild steel specimen at impw• %vicit, V, - 35 mts wa - 260 pt.

whereas a more brittle specimen is brken at the impwt velocity - 160 mis within - 20 gm.

Nevrtihelss. the elementary wtve theory can be applied as the tint approach, to obtain a

complete infomation on the whole process of deformation and fracture of the MDS specim the

following data can be occained from one test :: (t)": r (t) , r . (r-) and Ir (n). Since a two-

channel fast digital oscilloscope was used (sampling rae MGHz). the useful pa11200 of the digial

memory could be taken for analysis it deemme all needed functos. A compuer pmrpam was

p Cps' d d calculate all fto hMCdoM



Propagation of elastic longitudinal waves in tubes, the Hopkinson tube, analytic

solutions

It was shown in the pre-ious Chapter that for the case of a hard MDS specimen and at rela-

"tivelv high impac: velocity the total time to fracture nay be as short as - 20 us. When fracture

occurs in such a short n m a y: ma expected that some dispersive effects can be present during

transmiTssion of the elastic.siznal.s between MDS specimen and the strain gaz, SR, Fig. 11. This

distance in the configuration used was Ax. _= 170 mm, i.e. about five external diameteis of the

Hopkinson tube.
It is then of interest to sudy the elastic wave dispersion in tubes. The problem has been

divided into two seoarate studies. The first one concentrated on analytic solutions for two specific

boundary value problems. :hr is for the mixed problem of imposed pressure on a semi-infinite

circular tube and the next one is devoted to the longitudinal impact (initial conditions in velocity).

The problem of imposed pressure at the end of semi-infinite circular tube has been solved

analytically by use of the double integral transforms (Fourier and Laplace transform). This method

leads to solutions riven in the terms of Fourier and Laplace integrals.

A similar mixed-pressure problems of semi-infinite circular rods were solved previously in

The second orobiem solved is the impact on a semi-infinite circular elastic tube where "he

axial velocity is imoosed instantaneously at the end of the tube. The solution is obtained under

assumption that ,he end of the tube has no tangential stresses but is suddenly set into motion with a

conszant velocity and the lateral surfaces are free of stresses. The analogous problem for a semi-
infinite bar was solved in (46]. Tne method applied in [46) was to split the problem into two parts.

In the first part the collision of two half-spaces was considered. In the second part an infinite bar

was considered with an equal and opposite stresses travelling along the lateral surface. Using the
principle of superposition a stress free lateral surface was ensured. The method presented in (46]

has been adopted to the problem of a semi-infinite circular tube loaded by impact.

Both solutions for a tube, which are mentioned above, are reported in details in the Appendix

N* 2 to this Report, (47].

Here only a brief description of those solutions will be given.

A semri-infinite cylindrical elastic tube of inner radius a and outer radius b, which are referred
to the cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z), where the z-axis coincides with theof the tube, is conside-

red. Let X, g be Lame constants and p be the mass density of the tube material. The motion is

restricted to the axisymmetric case, thus the displacement vector U is independent of the circum-
ferential variable e and

U (r,z,t) = (U, (r.z,t)) ; 0 ; U2 (r,z,t) (44)
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The equations of motion of the linear elasticity in the cylindrical coordinates take the form
(2

+~~~ 2ý)au u Ur +a2.u a 2 Ura 2u2 ad.Urr ar r2  araz az2 at 2

2g K,+Iar' zU au

ArazI az Z r az
(45)

(L a-ur au = au
az ar ar/ at2

Consider the boundary, conditions

cr,, (r.z=0,t0= f (t) .
(46)

u, (r.z--O.ti = 0. for r e <a.b>. t e (0.-)
and

q. (r=a.z.t0 = a= (r=-b.z.t) = 0.
(47)

0.- (r=a.z.:) = 7a; (r=bz.zt = 0, for z e A-,=) t G (0,A&)

where f t.) is a given tuncon. provided that f (t) a 0 for t < 0. A wurthe, condition is that the

displacements and the sresses vanish at infinity, z -* -. Assuming that the semi-inftiite circular

tube is at rest prior to 6,me instant t = 0. equations (46) and (47) ate supplemented by the initial

conditions

u. fr.z.arO4) a (r.w-O) a 0.

u2 (r.zt=0) .. ( r~z.t-0). aO. for r * eaib>.- z c A-0-)

"Th.e set of equations .45) along with the initial and boundary conditions (46) and (47) has b-en

solhed by inartuci of "Me displacement potenua•. details are givA in ['43. The soluton by
integral uwfvowm has been found •ang the invern theorem of the Laplace and Fouge wis-

foim. the solumon can be whm n the fom



U .tr.z.t)- '-

L: (r. z u (rp)e 'sin Cz)dp d•,

u z (.r.z i -f f u1... ,,p)e.cos(4)dpd,

a .(r.z,) =- f (r,.p) e cos(cz)dp d-,

(49)

a =--. Lf fa ,.(r..p)e ('sin(cz)dpd,-

c(r'z-: = f (r, p) ee sin .z) dp dl.

The function f (.). if the bound2.r: condition is given as (46), is vet undefined. The possibility of
the following cases of impulses can be mentioned:
a. infinitely short impulse, f (:) - - f0 8 (t), where fo, fo > 0, is a constant and 5 Q) is the Dirac

function:
b. infinitely long impulse. f (t =- fo H (t), where H (.) is the He.viside step function;

c. impulse of finite length. f LO = - f H (r - t), where 'r, T > 0, is the duration of the impulse.
The second boundary val,.:'. problem studied was the longitudinal impact which was reduced

to the mixed conditions of shock pressure at the end of the semi-infinite circular elastic tube. Two
semi-infinite circular tubes, moving in opposite directions with velocity v, are assumed to contact
at the instant t = 0 and at the plane z = 0. The lateral surfaces of rubes are free of stresses.

The solution of the problem considered is devided by application of the superposition princi-
ple for two separate problems. The first of them is limited to two elastic semi-spaces, moving in
opposite directions with velocity v. They are assumed to contact at the instant t = 0 and at the plane
z = 0. After time t = 0 the semi-spaces are assumed to behave as a single, solid space which are
assumed to behave for t > 0 as a single, infinite tube. The solution of this problem is given in [46].
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U, (r,z,t) = 0,

+ v t for ± z > c t(

ul (r,z't) - (50)ý- v z/cI for I z I < c lt

The displacements assumed above induce the following stresses, [47]

cizr (r,z,t) = 0,

r0 for z >cIt

S(r,z,t) i- (?,+2g.) v/c1  for I z < c1t
(51)

/0 for z I> cIt

'A v/cr for z I <cIt

It is seen from equations (5 1) that the solution of the first problem causes non-zero radial tractions

on the lateral sunzaces of the circular tube. Applying the principle of superposition to ensure a

stress free lateral surfaces of the infinite tube the second problem is considered, which is defined

by equations of motion (45). the bounda'y conditions

(;z, (r=a.z,t) = cz: (r=b,z,t) 0,

0  for I z I > cit

(Yrr (r=a,z,t) = orr (r=b,z,t) = (52)
- % v/c1  for I z I < cIt

for z e (- , ) , t E (0, + -o),

and the initial conditions given in (5o) for z e (- e, + o*). A further condition is that the displace-

ments and the stresses vanish when I z ! -+ -o.

The solution of the problem is found by using displacement potentialy and Fourier exponen-

tial transforms, as well as Laplace transform. Using the inversion theorems of the Laplace and

Fourier exponential transforms the solution can be written in the form
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u. (r. z.t) = U, F -d

-(r'ZO= f uj (r.;P) ei=e"mdp dý

4-ni

a...iaz )=

a-z(r~zt) = -!--u ri, p) e qedo d;

Dirac and square of infinite and finite lengths.

Propagation or elastic longitudinal waves in tubes, the H-opkinson tube, numerical

studyv

Although analytic solutions have been found for an elastic semni-infinite tube loaded instanta-
neously by vressure or by velocity, the real case with NO~S specimen attached to the front of the

Hopkinson tube is stlhl morre compolicated, mostly due to non-symnmetric circumferential distribution

Of pressures. Such a case is impossible to solve analytically, and hence, series of numerical studies

have been undertaken using a dynamic FE code. A non-symmetric distribution of pressures have

been assumed at the face of the tube in the form of two contact areas of the IMDS specimen, that is

a = R - r, a = 9.0 mm, where R is the outer radius and r is the inner radius, b = 6.0 mm, where b

is the thickness of the MIDS specimen. The total area by which the total force is transmitted is A

2ab. This is shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 15 are shown all cases of trapezoidal pulses assumed at the

end of the tube on the shadowed surfaces 2ab.
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The following material constants were assumed for the Hopkinson tube, E = 2.1 * 105 MPa,

v = 0.3 and p = 7.85 g/cm 3. The Hepkinson tube has been modelled as semi-infinite by its

artificial extension with a very low wave speed and the same impedance. Thus, all reflections from

the other side of the tube have been eliminated. Comparison of calculations with a normally exten-
ded tube by FE (the same C,, and p) revealed only small differences between those two cases.

Since the main interest is concentrated on high impact velocities imposed on MDS speci-

mens, Vo - 100 m/s, the cases N' 1 and N' 4 will be briefly discussed in this Report. Case N0 1 is

assumed as PmaX = 450 MPa, tr = 20 gs ; t, = 10 pts and t. = 20 Its. The results of FE calculations

in the form of longitudinal strain el(t)x and e2 (t)x, where el is the longitudinal strain at the outer

surface of the Hopkinson tube, and e2 at the inner surface, are shown in Fig. 16a116b for x, =

90.5 mm (- 3D of the tube) and in Fig. 17a/17b for x2 = 170.5 mm (- 5D). In each figure a and b

the results are shown for the external surface of the tube (solid line) and the internal surface

(broken line). In addition, figures a are obtained for the vertical plane from Fig. 14a, that is the

plane in which the MDS specimen is attached. Whereas figures b refer to the time-distribution of

longitudinal strains el and E2 at the same distances xl and xz but with 900 orientation.

Those figures indicate the existence of higher modes of ,ibradons excited by a non-symrnme-

tric impact. This is visible for both distances studied. The FE calculations reveal also small diffe-

rences between time-distributions of longitudinal strain obtained on external and internal surface of

the Hopkinson tube. The origin of those differences are unknown, and they may be caused by the

FE technique itself. Further studies are needed at this point, perhaps with different meshing. The
assumed risetime uf the incident pulse was t, = 20 ps. this risetime is slightly distorted at the

beginning for both distances x, = 90.5 mm and x2 = 170 mm by a small inflection. The descen-

ding part of the incident pulse. assumed originally as t, = 20 .is, is slightly delayed. The results

obtained for :he distance x2 = 170.5 mm do not differ much from the previous ones for xi. The

transmitted wave determined from the tube surface is equally dispersed, and the differences in

waves between external and internal )urfaces are small. Again. this needs further studies for less

idealized impulses.
Ihe most important conclusion drawn f:orn the FE calculation of the case N* 1 is that the

level oi - - mean stress oi the plateau determined from the surface of the Hopkinson tube agrees

with the assuaed level of pressure p.u multplied by the nrio of surf',zs.

XID:.di)

M -a b rmx- I MI(54)

The ratio 4 in the real case of Hopkinson tube is r, - 01. This fact we1'mits for deter inan of the

crticai stress imposed on the MDS specimen via the peak of sain measured by the Hopkinson

tube. in the rea case the sn-ain gages arcemened at x - 170 mn.
The most interesting case is the No 4. because during veting oi hard steels the order of tr, to

and t, are similar a assumed for the V° 4: tr = 5 Its. 16 - 5 W and tt = 5 p. however,. *- 450
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MPa is rather a small value in comparison to the real ones for a hard steels with the flow stress a

1000 M.Pa. The results of those FE calculations are shown in Fie. 18 and Fig. 19. The same

approach was used as for the case N' 1. Again. the analysis of amplitudes indicates that even for

such short pulses the maximum stresses determined in MDS specimen after the back extrapolation
are correct. At the distance xj = 90.5 mm the rising part of the pulse shows at the beginning a
small inflection, overall this figure resembles the oscillogram for VAR4340 steel shown in Fig. 13.

At the distance x: = 170.5 mm the pulse is slightly wider due to geometry dispersion, but the

mean value of saain also permits for back extrapolation to find MDS stresses. The tails of the

pulses for both distances show large amplitude vibrations which resemble to some extend

measurements ('Fig. 13). Since the assumed values .-i Pma were relatively low in comparison to
the real levels of stresses in tested 4340 steel, another series FE calculations have been run for

Cases N" I and N' 4.bur, ..t wi - = 1000 MPa and the same values of t., to and ta. Those

calculations have confi-ned validity of the procedure of back extrapolation of stresses for MDS

specimens. Th)z relative ievel of vibrations is reduced in comparison to the main pulse. This is also

obser-.ed for :he talis of the calculated waves. Other calculations gave very similar results.

The main conclusion drawn from FE dynamic calculations is the confirmation of the back

extrapolation procedure :o find stresses imposed on MDS specimens by direct impact using eq.
(54). .. .. .

Numerical analysis of Modified Double-Shear specimen and specimen calibration

The new confiuranon of experiment with the 'MDS specimen, as it is shown in Fig. 12 has

been developed in LPMM-Metz. The modified specimen geometries are shown in Fig. 20a and

20b. The modified georrcmes have a wide.- gage length, Is = 2.0 mrm. in comparison to (48),
which substantially reduce stress concentrations near the notch comers.

•The external par are longer and those parts are clamped to the transmitter tube to prevent
rotations. The MDS geomerry was analysed by FE technique at different stages of plastic deforma-

tion. The total number of elements for half of the MVDS specimen was 640. Around and within

deforming part of the specimen the mesh was much denser, 460 elements. The central part of the

MDS speciLnen was assument to depiace uniformly. Since the width of the plastically deformed
parts of the MDS specimen is only 6.0 mm and the shear stress,:, is supposed to be determined for

an infinite layer, a calibration factor • must be introduced, thus

2 =>_ 1; (55)

where . is the mean stress in the deformed section of the MDS specimen. Distribution of the shear

stresses at the nominal shear strain I-$ = 2.5 x 10-3 is shown in Fig. 21a whereas Fig. 21b shows

distribution for Is = 0.5. Distributions of the shear strains for the same values of r, are shown in
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Fig. 22a and 22b. All FE calculations have been performed for the quasi-static stress-strain
relation, which depicts more or less exactly tensile behavior of low alloy steel XC18 at strain rate e

10-3 S-1

G= ayy+B e--•E +DBP -DlB l ], y (56)

with the yield stress and strain ay = 240 MPa, ey= 1.165 x 10-3;

1

= ; P = -- 'n

n = 0.3 ; E = 2.06 x 105 MPa; B = 451.1 MPa. This is very useful form of 0(E) relation since it

has a smooth transition from the elastic to plastic regions, that is the first derivative 8 = da/de has

no jumps. Of course, in the elastic region a = EE for e 5 <y. The mean value of the stress calibra-

tion factor • obtained after FE analysis for MDS specimen shown in Fig. 20a is • 1.2. It was

found that • slightly increases from ' - 1.12 at Fs = 0.05 to -, 1.2 at r, = 0.50, so the mean

value for 0.05 _• Fs < 1.0 is - 1.2. The distributions of shear strain shown in Fig. 22a and 22b

demonstrate that the strain field is quite uniform with a small asymmetry due to bending component

from the supports. It was also found, in the real tests as well as from the FE analysis, that the

exterior parts of the specimen which are supported also deform plastically, causing an increasing

tendency for rotation (MDS specimen, Fig. 20a). This is why the specimen geometry has been

slightly modified as it is shown in Fig. 20b. The width of the supports is enlarged to 10 mm and

the notch is slightly diper. It is clear that due to modifications introduced into the specimen ecome-

try the axia, force versus axial displacement provides a reliable input data to find quasi-static or

dynamic U(l) response.

Preliminary experiments, mild steel

It has been decided to perform preliminary series of tests on the mild steel in the recrystali-

sed state. This steel has been assumed as a model material for the numerical calculations and all

mechanical tests. In order to perform quasi-static tests and also tests with higher strain rates, of the

order 103 s-1. a special loading rig has been constructed. The rig, shown in Fig. 23, having its

own measuring systems (force is measwmd by an SR-gages and signal conditioner., and displace-

ment by two LVDT-s and amplifiers), can be fitted to any standard testing machine. The signals

F(t) and 61(t). 62(t) could be stored in a digital memory, where F is the axial foce, 81 and 82 are

LVDT displacements. Shear sess and shea strain can be obtained from the formulas
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F (t) F (t)
s 2 a and bt) a (57)

where a and b are respectively the width of the deformred part and specimen thickness, the mean

axial displacement is

- t S (t)•s () = • " and Fr(t) = "-
I- as (58)

where S. is the mean axial displacement. Elimination of time from t(t) and F(t) permits for deter-

mination of t(l)t. In addition, the strain rate must be determined from the formula

-r Id 8S (t)
i(t)=i dt (59)

Application of the closed-loop dynamic testing machine makes it possible to reach for the MDS

specimen the strain rate of the order r - 10C s-1. Of course, the maximum strain rate is a linear

function of the axial velocity and proportional to 1 '1s. Fig. 24 shows log f as a function of gage

length I, for two axial velocities 20 rn/s and 100 mis. By the broken vertical lines are marked the

gage lengths !s = 0.25 mm and 0.S4 -'nn, used in (48, 49], and 1, = 2.0 mm used in the MDS sme-

cimen. For example. in the case of impact velocity 100 m's and NMS specimen the ncminal strain
rate r is 5 x 101 s'- is reached. Thus. the new experimental technique ,:w cover also the high strain

rate region. 103 s': q t:5 103 s' (2.0 mis < V !5 200 m/s).

First series of experiments were perform•ed on low-a1loy steel XC18 (French Standiards) of

:he following compo;•,ion in 'F : C 0.17 : Mn 0.58 ; Si 0.21 : S 0.032 ; P 0.024. The specimen

material was suepihed in the -"orn, of cold drawn Cars DIA 12 r.... After precision machining, all

soecrnens were vac~utr annea"ed a: - 1000 K fc: - hrs and furnace cooled. Metallographic exa-

ar.auon showed a uniform rn:crostructure %%t, evenly distribuzed grains of ferrite. The tests on

MDS specimens were performed within two ranges of strain rates : medium rates I0: s- <1 r<si

s'- with closed-.oop fast test-ng machine and high rates iO s-' :5 t 5 105 s'* with the new

experimental technique. One of osciliogpams obtained with impact velocity V - - 37 mis is shown

iF Fir. !-a. The upper trace cores for the s.ai gages on the :arsmiuer rube and the lower one

rorn :he ootical extensometer. It can be seen ,rm Rg. i a that aiter the upper yield .wtak there is a

small oscillation on the upper trace, they ame believed to be partly caused by the out-of-phase longi-
tudi.na virations of the transztter tube reveaied by the FE dynamic calculations. Since the length

of the projectile was L. a 180 mm with f time of contat tp - 74 Ls. around thre ful cycles of

wave reflexions had occured during specimen deformation. They are recognizable in the

oscillogram. As a whole, both the upper and lower yield stresses can be found, as well as the

plastic flow curve up the fracure by adiabatic sheating. The signal from the optical extonsometer
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showsthat the displacement rate of the central part of the MDS specimen is almost constant. The
optical contact was lost before the specimen fractured.

A number of MDS specimens was tested at different impact velocities from 30 m/s to about
100 m/s. The upper yield stress in shear ty is plotted in Fig. 25 against the logarithm of shear

strain rate f. In the region of low strain rates, values of shear stress -ry were obtained from tensile

tests, [39], and transformed into shear by y = ay/N43- and F = £ . In this region the rate sensiti-
vity 0 is characterized by a small nearly constant slope ; 0 = o&ry/log F, [31, 48, 50]. In the region

of high strain rates a substantial increase of the upper yield stress is observed. This is shown in the
linear scale of t in Fig. 26. This feature will be discussed in the further part of this Report. In Fig.
27 the mean values of the lower yield stress 'r., (vibrations are eliminated), obtained for XC18 steel

are compared with results for a mild steel reported by Campbell and Ferguson [48] ; composition
of En3B (British Standards) steel as given in [48] is : C 0.12 ; Mn 0.62 ; Si 0.10; S 0.029. Becau-
se of the higher carbon content in XCI8 steel the level of the lower yield stresses is overall higher
than for En3B steel. On the other hand DS specimen used in [48] with slots 0.84 mm and length of
deformed part, a = 3.2 mm, should have a much higher stress calibration factor 4 in comparison to
the MDS specimen where • , 1.2. It is also probable that the instantaneous strain rates in DS

specimen tested in the SHB (bar and tube) were much lower than the nominal values used in plot-
ting of Fig. 27. This coWd be a reason why tests with the new technique give higher values of vy1.

Another comparison was made between results obtained for a high punity iron (99.99% Fe)

in [511, where pressure-shear impact experiments were used. Flat specimens with thickness
between 300 gim and 3 jim were sandwiched between two hard. parallel plates that are inclined

relative to their direction of approach. Nominal stresses and strains in the specimens were determi-
ned from elastic wave pro!'iles monitord at the rear surface of one of the hard plates. It is seen in
Fig. 28. where the compauison is shown, that at high shearing rates the shear stresses are of the

rame order, however. similar values for t:. obtained from MDS spctimen occur at strain ate t

105 s'ý and tho.t obtained from pressure shear experiment at 106 s-1. General trends in

changes of the lower yield stress ame similar for both, so different, experimental methods.
It is well known that in the region of low and medium strain rates. 10"' s-1 < t S 102 s1., the

rat: and temperature sensitivities of flow stress are controlled by the thermally acuvated kinetics of
dislocations. [38, 48. 501. In this region the rate sensitivity 03 a (d"/alog I)r does not depend on

strain rate I. However. a! it is seen from Fig. 25 and Fig. 27. the high sa'in rate region, typically
103 s- ': !" 106 s-1. is characterized by a rapid increase of 0 with increasing strain rate. It is

commonly assumed. and it was verified in many theoretical and experimental studies, that in BCC
smuctures the instantaneous rate sensitivity 13 is the result of dislocation movement by the mecha-

nism of the tmally activaed formation ofkink pair over Peierls ponmtal, for example, 138, 40.
41. 52). Since this approach is well known, detailed discussion of its applications will be here

omiued.



When, within the region of high strain rates, the yield stress or flow stress are plotted in a

linear scale of strain rate, the experimental data can be represented by a stright line, [481. Experi-

mental points for XC18 steel f-om Fig. 25 have been transformed in the linear scale of F and the

final result is shown in Fig. 29 for the case of the upper yield stress and in Fig. 30 for the lower

yield stress. Indeed, in both cases the linear approximation fits experimental poin:s. The following

linear relation was analysed by the least squares method

Ty ="y+fl1F (60)

where ^T is the threshold stress and rI is the pseudo-viscosity. Both yield stresses were analysed

and the best linear fit is shown in Figs. 29 and 30 by the broken lines.The comalete results of

those analyses are given in Table 2, whereas the reanalysed results from ref. (48] are given in

Table 3.

Table 2

Steel XC18 -, [M.Pa] . (kP.s] r_.

Upper y. stress 648.1 14.3 0.95-

Lower v. stress 508.2 '4.0 0.870

Table 3

Steel En3B 3 [NIPaj ! l jkPa.s] r2

Lower v. stress 2-1...4 2.1 0.960

r =0.075 241.7 2.5 0.911
r = 0.21 2"6.2 :.. 0.924

r = 0,38 249.2 2.6 0.977

Comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that values of q for the lower yield stress are of the same

order, although MDS specimnen loaded by direct L-.npact show n -values almost twice higher. Becau-

se of the direct impact boading. with the hrisc ',e gs : z 2 ;;-. beha.ior of the upper yield

stress is different for MDS specanens. It i6 associated with the ",lay time of plasticity in mild

steels. [501.
An early interpretation of the W= relaton - (t)r.f is that the stress intercepts at " = r.; that

is T (r)T, can be determined by the tempertaure-dependent threshold stress. When the applied

stress 'r exceeds the dhreshold sutess. t ?. t. the dislocation velocity is controllled by dissipation of

energy when dislocation moves through the lattice. It is coimnonly assumed that this dissipation is
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of linear viscous nature, and then the stress component mn would be proportional to the mean dis-
location velocity v Then the viscous drag relation may be expressed in the form

V

bt =B . (61)

where B is a damping constant. When the Orowan relation is introduced into eq. (61), the compo-
nentc, can be expressed in terms of the mean mobile dislocation density pm, and F Pm b v",

=B o'C T or "T., = r11I"

"b Pm (62)

where ti = B/b2 pm is the coefficient of viscosity.

This interpretation has many weak points. The first one is that the thermally activated proces-

ses are still operative at high strain rates. A more exact analysis of experimental data obtained by

Campbel and Ferguson, (48], were published in (53]. It was concluded in this latter analysis that

the whole region of strain rates covered in (48] can be approximated by an unique constitutive rela-
tion based on the thermally activated micromechanism of double kink kinetics. This analysis indi-

cates on the possibility that the theory of thermally activated flow is exact enough to describe rate

sensi"ivirt of iron and mild steels up to strain rates of the order 105 to 106 s-1, [53].
Another possibility, and more recent, to explain the pseudo-viscosity lies in the fact that

some experimental data clearly indicate that the mechanical threshold i, is itself rate sensitive, (54,

55]. Theoretical analyses of structural evolution which can lead to a rate sensitive mechanical

threshold were also published recently, (56, 57].

An important observation, directly related to ASB in XC18 steel, are values of the critical
total strain (elastic plus plastic) determined as a function of imposed velocity on MDS specimens.
The final result is shown in Fig. 31 where the critical shear strains, rm = Wrfs, are shown as a

function of log F. The mean values are showp as circles. The results for two lowest strain rates, r'
75 s"1 and r - 750 s4, were obtained with the loading rig and the fast closed-loop machine, the

data for three highest strai-- rates in the range 1.87 - 104 s" < t s" 4.7 , 104 s4 , were obtained with

the new experimental technique. The impact velocity at the highes noi:aWl strain rate was - 100

Wis.
Since the dimensions ofdefoning parts of the MDS specimen ae the sarma as the , ickLness

of the layer studied by numerical methods, and the same steel was assumed for the numerical

study. a direct comparison is possible betwe.n experimental results shown in Fig. 31 and numeri-

cal results of Fig. 3. Aithough values of localization strains are overall smaller than the critical

strains found by experiment, at lower strain rates tde same trend is observed, that is the toWl sh-ar

strain increas. as a function of logg L. However, it is clear that at the highest strain rates an abrupt

drop in the critiWa strain occurs. For example, the mean value of the critical strain from six tests
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of linear viscous nature, and then the stress component 'tq would be proportional to the mean dis-
location velocity v. Then the viscous drag relation may be expressed in the form

"BV
b (61)

where B is a damping constant. When the Orowan relation is introduced into eq. (61), the compo-
nent xrn can be expressed in terms of the mean mobile dislocation density Pm, and F =Pm b v,

F
=B- or

Tn b P2mP (62)

where 1I = B/b2 Prn is the coefficient of viscosity.

This interpretation has many weak points. The first one is that the thermally activated proces-

ses are still operative at high strain rates. A more exact analysis of experimental data obtained by
Campbel and Ferguson, (48], were published in (531. It was concluded in this latter analysis that

the whole region of strain rates covered in (481 can be approximated by an unique constitutive rela-
tion based on the thermally activated micromechanism of double kink kinetics. This analysis indi-

cates on the possibility that the theory of thermally activated flow is exact enough to describe rate

sensidvirt of iron and mild steels up to strain rates of the order 10 to 106 s.1, [53].
Another possibility, and more recent, to explain the pseudo-viscosity lies in the fact that

some experimental data clearly indicate that the mechanical threshold i is itself rate sensitive, (54,

55]. Theoretical analyses of structural evolution which can lead to a rate sensitive mechanical
threshold were also published recently, [56, 57].

An important observation, directly related to ASB in XCI8 steel, are values of the critical
total strain (elastic plus plastic) determined as a function of imposed velocity on MDS specimens.

The final result is shown in Fig. 31 where the critical shear strains. rm = W.1. are shown as a

function of log t. The mean values are shown as circles. The results for two lowest strain rates,

f 75 s-1 and t - 750 s-1. were obtained with the loading rig and the fast closed-loop machie•, the
data for three highest strain rates in the range 1.8 - 104 s,1 €: tI <4.7 * 10' s-. were obtained with

the new experimental technique. The impact velocity at the highest nomial strain rate was - 100

mis.

Since the di:ensions of deforming parts of the MDS specimen ame the same as the thickness
of the layer studied by numerical methods, and the same steel was assumed for the numerical

study, a direct comparism is possible between experimental results shown in Fig. 31 and numeri-

cal results of Fig. 3. Adthough values of localization strains are overall smaller than the critical

strains found by expenmnt. at lower strain rates the same trend is observed, that is the tota shear
strain increases as a function of log t. However. it is clear tha at the highest strain rtrs an abrupt

drop in the critical strain occurs. For example, the mean value of the critical strain from six tests
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performed at f - 1.8 * I0O s-1 (impact velocity -. 30 m/s) is found rm - 2.60, whereas the mean

critical strain obtained from three tests at r = 4.7 * io4 s-1 is rm = 0.85. This result clearly indi-

cates that the mechanism of the ASB's formation and propagation differs substantially at different

initial and boundary conditions. In numerical calculations boundary conditions were the same, and

were assumed as quasi-steady state of imposed velocity with a total absence of stress concentra-

tors. in experiment the imposed velocity rises from zero by a projectile impact and stress concentra-

tors are present as it is shown in Fig. 2 1, a and b. At lower rates the experimental mean values are

perhaps higher in comparison to the numerical ones because a small additional displacement has

occured due to some plastic deformation of the specimen supports.

A non-direct confirmation of reduction of the total shear strain at high impact velocity was

attempted by the energy analysis. The total energy to fracture of all .MDS specimens tested at high

strain rates was determined and this result is shown in Fig. 32. Again, the energy drop is observed

at the highest strain rate (impact velocity - 100 mis). The drop is not too high in comparison to

changes of the critical strain, mostly because of the positive s;:ain rate sensitivity of flow sxress.

A similar observation concerning energy consumption during fracturing of carbon steels by

ASB formation was reported in [58]. Those restlts have been re-analysed by introduction of the

mean strain rate and the final result is shown in Fir. 331 for 1010 and 1045 steels (German Stan-

dards CklO and Ck,5). The so called "hat" specimen geometry was employed and specimens were

deformed with SHPB at a na,'ow range of ve!ociries. 5.5 m,:s < Vo < 8.3 ,"/s. Again, it is clea-
f,"om Fir. 33 tlat th~e ,acng e.nergyv via foration and propagation of ASB's deceases fo: both

steels when the nomnina; strain 'ate is increased. U" the same loganthmic scale were applied -1 both

figures (Fig. 12 and Fig. 33). a drop of fracturing energy would be very abrupt. A similar beha-

vior. a dec.ease of :facture st-can as ., function of !os t. was found in [59] for 93% VW aJloy. This

-,sult is shown in Fig. 34. As before, for XCiS steel the critical fracturing strain diminishes

abruotly aroundt l- 10' s'".

Those experimental resui:s obt;Uned fo re-., h.ah strain rares are in cornplete cont-adicrton to

:ne numerical predictions. for exanpoe Fig. 3. A further study :s needed to clanry this discrepancy.

Fractographic study pe.formrel for XCIS steel by SEM revealed that for all velocities the

fracture via AS B's occurs by creiaon and shew.ing of rrcrovoids. No so called white bands we:e

observed after perpendicular polishing and ateatment by Nital. Ln some areas a very shiny patches

-'e.-e ':sbi6e. those a3" :- e 'a:es . sliding of :wo ne:ghbo'_ing pasrs of ýhe MDS s-,ecimen

* :ook ;lac:.

Four ftactogmams for .MDS specimen deformed at impac: velocity V. - 100 mrs are shown

espectively in Figs. 35. 36. 37 and 38. Fig. 35 shows the boundary of the shiny surface and the

dimpled region. Fig. 36 shows only the shiny pan of the fracture surface with severe smeared

deformation. Fig. 37 is the dimpled surface with some naces of cleavage Finally. Fig. 38 shows a

magnification of the dimpled region. Overall a severe plastic deformation occurs locally near the
fracture surface and some patches are defonned further due to local sliding. Temperature increase
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in the local sliding areas must be quite high. This is supported by numerical results of Fig. 3. The

local sliding and tl'.e mechanics of ASB's propagation should be studied further.

Experiments with VAR4340 steel

In order to study the impact velocity effects, or the nominal strain rate effects, on impact

shearing, a series of tests have been performed with the Vacuum Arc Remelted AISI 4340 high

strength steel. The original material was supplied by MTL-Watertown in the form of 305 x 305 x

9.52 mm cross rolled plates. The chemical composition of the supplied VAR4340 steel was as

follows : C 0.42 ; Ni 1.74 ; Cr 0.89 ; Mn 0.46: Si 0.28 ; S 0.001 ; P 0.009 (% wt.). About forty

MDS specimens were machined with geometry shown in Fig. 20b. The shear plane was assumed

as perpendicular to the plane of the original cross rolled plate. After precision machining the MDS

specimens were austenitized 1 hour at 9250C and oil quenched, re-austenrized 15 min at 8450C and

oil quenched and finally tempered at 2000C during 2 hours. The final hardness was - 52 HRC. As

it has been shown in [60] such thermal treatment assures maximum of the energy absorbed up to

tre point of instability at " 105 s',.

Around 30 NDS specimens were used for quasi-static and impact loading. In the case of

loading at quasi-static rates the rig shown in Fig, . 23 was used together with the closed-loop fast

machine. In the case of impact loading four impact velocities were applied : VI - 20 m/s ; V2 - 35

m/s ; V3 - 72 m/s and V: - 160 mis. For every nominal strain rate from three to five specimens

were tested. At low strain rate, F - 1.1 'l(16 s', some specimens fractured in the mixed mode,

that is shearing and opening. The scanning electron micrography (SEM) of those surfaces revealed

small facets of cleavage mixed with some ductile tearing. The cleavage facets showed a mean dia-

meter of few micrometers. Diameters of plastic dimples were much smaller. At all higher rates, and

also in some cases at this small strain rate, the fracturing occured in the shearing mode.

The level of shear siins to fractare was quite limited, for example at t - 1.1 * 10- s' the

critical shear strain was ound " r 0.0425. The mean level of the maximum shear stiess Ta for

MDS specimens tested a.1- 1.1 10-1 s- was 8 aS63 MPa For the same temper tested in

torsion [611. HRC - 54. at= 6 1 0- s-I the maximum sutess was T. - 1070 MPa. It is found

that relatively good agrement exists between data from a torsion test of a thin-walled specimen and

the MDS tesL Overall behauior of the critical shear sress a funcion of log f is shown in Fip.

39a and b. Thmean values of stse shown in Fig. 39b indicate for a maximm of , at f - 5 *

103 s-1 and next a drop at higher strain rates occurs. The same experimental results awe shown in

the inear scale of t n Figs. 4O0 and b. Since the maximum impact velocity was V, - 160 Wm and

at this velocity relatively snma! decrease of r,, was found, it is presumed that just beginning of a

more severe drop of t6 was found. Thus, the critical impact velocity nay be around 200 uSs with

the nominal velocity of shearing r 105 s-. Those values arm higher in com4aion to XCIS
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steel, Fig. 31. In certin regions of strain rate it is possible to calculate local strain rate sensitivities

of the critical stress. This is cemonstrated in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 where by the broken lines the

lincar regions are indicated.

At low strain rates the standard rate sensitivity may be introduced PF

T ~ (63)

The slope indicated by the broken line gives ýF = 54.79 MPa.

At high strain rate region -',e linear rate sensitivity or pseudo-viscosity can be defined

T1F (64)

the slooe of the broken line of Fig. 42 gFives TIF = 6.45 Pa.s. value comparable to values for XC18

steel (Table 2).

A .'i:a osci~lo•arn foZ '0 e .NDS soectimen of 4340 steel tested at \V = 160 mts shown in

Fir. 13 indicates that the toz' ener.-ey to break the specimen is quite sma•l as compared to XCIS

steel which shows a arge-sc-"n -iastcir,. In the case of XCIS steel the peak of the total energy to

break the MDS sze:.:e, ,an -estimrated from Fig. 32 as W - .30 1. :his number gives "he

energy absorbed ,- -,r- of senino surace as W/A - 2.-4 Jhrnm:. An analysis of the total energy

abso.'bed for three MDS .•-c.es nade of VAR-Q--* steel and loaded at impac velocity V. - 160

givs. 1,ve the mean value WA = 0..0 Vmrnm:. The total energy per unit area reported in [631 to

break a thin-waile;d tubular spec:.:,n of VAR4.340 steel, HRC40. at 10 - ý s-. was W/A - 0.185

J--m:. The ,mea ene.gy a:sc.-:: up to the point of instabii:t. for "ha" s.ecirnens of VARa.3-t0

steet. and for the same temr-e ai :n :he present study. can be esumated from Fig 7 of (601. At an

avera ge disulacement -ate :..-,n-se.d on the "'hat' sDec:,nen. V - € i, m.s. ani at the local stain rate

" - lO s'K. the mean energy pe- uant area dissi.ated up to the rm'.axiztum force is estimated as WIA

. .084 i/mm:.

Because cf d -erent spe'._ n geomenies and different imposed veioc•ites. as well as raermal

zxrnents. v:.ues Gf W.\A :c: VAR4340 szee* are not e bu.t thve sive an order for this

Measure. Also. utme to frac :e ",Aen quat diffe.rtet at diffe•rr ex: erimens, For eximple. titre to

'ruture in SHTB can be assumrnd as t - 100 W. whereas time to fracture of theMDS spectma

can be as short as seeral i'.

Since inita and boundwd -conditions play an important role in ASB's formation and frtm-

.1, it. compaison of results fi-om differitn expetnmetal techtiques must be studitd further.

e mnext ste. in this s .-.u was fractogmphic examination of fracz-,t surfaces by SEM. A

.review of previous memallograp.tic anid fmctoraph•c studies on s'urface moqiolies after adiaba-

tic sheanng was r%-. in (6m 63. ;i tencrai. theree is no agree.-':-t as to the occrence of phase
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transformation in the so called "white bands". Recent studies seem to indicate that those bands

consist of a very fine-grained, highly dislocated microstructure, [601. The. interior of so called
"transformed" shear bands of 4340 steel showed an extremely fine microcrystalline structure with

grain diameter ranging from 8 nm to 20 nm [60]. This observation supports the idea that no trans-

formation occurs in the white bands and the interior of the band is a very heavily deformed marten-

site, (60]. The extremely fine graines are combined with the additional carbon in solution.

SEM rnicrography should provide further information on the separation mechanics of the

whitc bands. Figures 43. , 44, 45 and 46 show SEM pic - res of the same region of fractured

surface of the MDS specimen deformed at impact velocity Vo = 165.8 m/s. The three typical mor-

phologies of fracture surfaces can be observed in those figures. In Fig. 43, a small magnification,

tongues of highly smeared material are identifiable. The borders of those tongues are marked by

the brighter lines. The distances between the borders of tongues diminishes when the impact

velocity is increased. In Fig. .14, a larger degree of magnification, the border of the smeared and

dimpled zones are clearly visible. Fig. 45 shows the border between smeared and dimpled parts.

The end of the tongue is covered with knobbles, which are characterized by spheroidized surface

debris, apparently from a high temperature, close to the melting point (4:. o. This is probably a

separated white band with a very fine mnicrocrystalline structure, this microstructure is partially

visible in the bottom of Fig. 45. The area in the upper side of the tongue. the same magnification as

in Fig. 45. is shown in Fig. 46. This figure shows clearly identifiable elongated microvoids of

diameter from I g±rm to 3 jIrm. The white spots visible in most of f"actograms awe probably debris of

teflon dispersed after inpac:.

Another series of SEM micrograph examinations was performed for the MDS specimen loa-

ded with the impact velocity V. = 71.9 nms. Again three typical morphologies of fracture surface

can be identified. Fig. 47 shows the end of the tongue with the white border line. The magnified

.mrt of the border region is shown in Fig. 48. At the left bottom the tongue is covered with

knobbles. at the right upper par, the dimples are clearly visible. The central area of the tongue with

the same magnification as the rmcrograph of Fig. 48 is shown in Fig. 49. This micrograph

stronigly indicates for at, txisaence of a very high temperaure in this region. The quasi-dimples ae

completely sphtrodized and it indicates a v=.ous sep'artion of surfaces.

The SEM examinamon of specimen surfaces produced at i c velocities 160 m/s and 72

ro.'s clear.y revealed patches of elongated mrc.ovoids (Figs. 46 and 8). It is presumed tat nucles-

tion and coalesce=c of ",,o'-voids is t4; pý•ay cha.nis of the sufac separation. Existc-c

of tongues and knkkted surfaces indicaw for an existenc of hi local tempem•am (close to the

melting point) and severe slidng. Those %gions ,ay be much softer. and pvduction of tonges

can be explauied by a local dispacemut of a soft merial by ding surfaces. Whn thicbess of a
sbiding arolayer is fficiently ar a tonuwe is fow,,,d and the vieir.es m= its dimpled sarui-
tue. Separation of tongue remgis occur sith presence of very Wi emp•rure. for exam Fig
49. Preliminary analyses indicate for an relabon besween th mean tongue size and velocity of
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sliding. The proportion between knobbly and dimpled surfaces may depend on specimen geome-

u-v and loading conditions.

Present SE I fractoarazhic study shows some si:,"larities with results for VAR4340 steel

(HRC40) reported in [63]. A further study is needed to define correlation between morphologies of

micrographs and impact veiocities.

Discussion and conclusions

This study has raised some points for further studies in the area of ASB's and fracture

dynamics.

There is general acreetment that the critical instability strain is related to the zero hardening
condition. d-.r/dF = 0. of the adiabatic stress-strain curve. The post instability behavior is much

more complex. In addition to material behavior, initial and boundary conditions could play decisive
role in development and formation of ASB's and also fracture. The steady'-state solutions, like the

numerical one reported in this report, or analytical ones, are very useful tools in ASB studies, they

can depict the late stage morphology during ASB development as a function of initial and boundary'

conditions. Howe,,er. those solutions neglect stress concentrators which are always present in real
situations including experiment. It has been shown in this study that the stress concentrators

-:ivers- :h-e ost iccalization behavior as a function of the nominal strain rate. To study further

those effects a variety of experimental techniques must be applied with well specified initial and

boundary conditions. The next inevitable step is a superposition of fracture dynamics on ASB

morphology. Comparison of all available approaches for the same or similar materials may provide

a data base on development and formation of ASB's.

It may be argued that in order to compare the susceptibility to adiabatic shear in different

conditions, that is in presence of different stress concentrators, it is necessary to define the defect

that initiates the localised ASB. It was suggested in [6f] that the defect, or stress concentrator,
must be scaled in an appropriate way to the homogeneous response in the onset of ASB.

The new experimental technique developed during this project permits for shear testing at

large strains within a wide range of the nominal strain rates, from quasi-static up to 5 x 104 s-1.
The local strain rates during localization must be much higher. The configuration of impact experi-

ment with M.DS specimen and direct optical measurement of displacement permits for sufficient

flexibility to change the notch geometry. The limiting case is t6 apply MDS specimen with symme-

tric fatigue cracks to study Mode II fracture under impact conditions. A general study of Mode IL,
quasi-static loading and dynamics, has been recently completed as the Appendix N0 1 to this

Report, [4]. Dynamic plasticity has been included in this Mode If study. Also differen notch

geometries could be applied to vary stress concentrators.
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The most important finding of this study is confirmation of the existence of the critical impact

velocity in shear deformation. This velocity is around 100 m/s for the mild steel XC18 and above

160 m/s for VAR4340 steel (HRC 52). The experimental technique with MDS specimens permits

for still higher impact velocities to be tested.

Another important area in studying AS B's iS postfactum metallogTaphic examination of frac-

ture surfaces. In the present study the SLM has been applied for both steels studied (XC18 and

VAR4340 - HRC52). The mild steel XC18 showed large smu "ns before the onset of instabiliiy. But

those large strains were substantially reduced at impact velocity - 100 m/s. In the case of this steel

a substantial adiabatic increase of temperature occurs not only during localization but before. On

the contrary, in the case of VAR4340 the temperature increase prior to the onset of instability is not

high, but during an abrupt localization the melting point can be reached in rubing islands, Fig. 49.

The morphology of fracture and shearing velocity should be studied further, using perhaps an

image analysis.

Although considerv.bly more evidence must be gathered for other materials and other defec:

geometries, this study has revealed that the very important parameter in studying ASB's is the

impact velocity.
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Figures

Fig. 1 a. Gradient of temperature (aT/ax) as a function of log !,, for L = 2.0 mm; 1-mild steel,
2-aluminum, 3-copper:
b. Values of • as a function of log Iv; L = 2.0 m, maximum of - defines transition
(rn):r.

Fig. 2 Critical values of shear strain rates (rn)cr as a function of tube length L ; + - copper,
- aluminum. o - steel.

Fig. 3 Nominal values of instability strain Fc and localization strain rLoC as a function of the

nominal s-rain rate Fr = V/h, numerical simulation for XCI8 steel.

Fig. 4 Nominal values of instability strain rc in expanded scale as a function of the nominal

strain rate tr. numerical simulation for XC18 steel.

Fig. 5 The ratio of vt'oc as a function of log rt. numerical simulation for XCIS steel.

Fie. 6 Localization of shea.- strain at different levels of the nominal sn.-in I-, at r CP = 03 s-.

Fig. 7 Localizadon or :emcerature at different levels of the nominal strain F• at ICP = 10 s-.

Fig. S Evolution of srain c-a.ients g7- (y) at the same levels of the nominal strain as indicated in

Fie. 6. nom nIni s-,4 ra,: = 1,3 s':.

Fig. 9 Evoiution of starn padien:s in the half-thickness of t'he layer at i•103 s-' and diffe-

ren: leveis of norana• st-ain Fr : dashed line shows the asymptot:, procedure in finding
t;he ASB thic ness.

Fie. 10 Evolution of the ASB band :hickness as a iunction of --Ie nominal sz am' rate : o - analysis
based on sram .radients: - analysis based on te,.ncrtu:e gracdien..s.

Fi. e. New -nnf;gura::on of ex'.-`mental se:up developed -n LPMM-Metz : P - projectile
S - doubie shea :men : L - source of .ight: ,.3 - fiber oprnzs F - photodiodes:
TC'. TC: - rime counters : E - optical extensome:er : - soa-in reststance gage : S- DC
suC.-iv un:t Al • amn tier: DO- diptai oscilloscope : PC - persornal computer; R- XY
M or Cer oorin p'a v: pnnter.

Fig. It Osciilogram from the -st of XC8 stsel at Lrpact veloc':ty VV 35.08 s ;uppcrrace is
tne s;•na; from SR s:a;:on T inwer trace is the disoia:ene,: s-tnai from the optical
extensometer.

Fig. :3 Oscillogrram from the test of VAR 4340 steel at impact velocity V. - 160 rns ; the upper
=rat is the signal from SR stuon TI. the lower trace is the displace•ment signal from the

optcal extensometer.

Fig. 1 Deaiis of the Hopkinson tube:
a. the face at which pressure is applied - shadowed surface supports MDS specimen
ta x bi:
b. dinensions and distances used in FE calculacons x: 9 .0.5 mm. x: = 170.5 anm.
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Fig. 15 Initial conditions of pressure on the surface 2 (a x b) as s-,own in Fig. 14 ; trapezoid
pulses with different times tr, to and ta as shown at the bottom.

Fig. 16 Results of FE calculations E (t) for x, = 90.5 mm, case N' 1 of Fig. 14, solid and br•
ken lines are respectively for external and internal surface of the tvbe ; a - plane parallel tc,
the MDS specimen ; b - perpendicular plane.

Fig. 17 Results of FE calculations E (t) for x2 = 17C.5 mm, case N' I of Fig. 14, solid and bro-
ken lines are respectively for external and internal surface of the tube ; a - plane parallel to
the MDS specimen ; b - perpendicular case.

Fig. 18 Results of FE calculations F (t) for x, = 90.5 mm, e.ase N0 4 of Fig. 14.

Fig. 19 Results of FE calculations e (t) for x2 = 170.5 mm, case N0 4 of Fig. 14.

Fig. 20 Two specimens with modified geometries for double shear tests ; a - geometry initially
assumed after modifications with respect to [481 ; b - perfected geometry with enlarged
supports.

Fig. 21 Distribution of shear stresses in MDS sp,-cimen after nominal shear strain : (a) r = 2.5 x
10-3 ; (b) r = 0.50,

Fig. 22 Distribution of the shear strain component in MDS specimen after nominal shear strain:
(a) r = 2.5 x 10`3 : (b) r = 0,50.

Fig. 23 Rig for deformation of MDS specimens at i.ifferent swain rates, from 10- s-, to 103 s-1,
using a fast closed-loop testin!r machine ; MDS specimen is shadowed.

Fig. 24 Values of the nominal shear strain rae , as a function of gage length 1, for two axial
velocities V0 20 mns and 1 ,0 mrs . CF - gage lengths used in [481 ; JRK gage length 1,
= 2.0 mn used •i MDS specir,:n.

Fig. 25 Variation of upper yield stress . in shear with logarithm of strain rate, log F, MDS spe-

cimen.

Fig. 26 Upper yield stress r, versus shear -train rate t in linear scale of F.

Fig. 27 Variation of lower yield stress t.A in shear with logarithm of shear 4train rate, log l;'-
MDS specimen: - experimental points from ref. (48).

Fig. 28 Comparison of results for lower yield svess t,,j for XC18 stee! of Modified Double shear
('-, and Inclined impact (o) for pure iron. [ISj.

Fig. 29 Upper yield stress •: versus shear swain rate t in linear scale. XC18 steel. MDS speci-
men ; broken line shows the best linear fit.

Fig. .0 Lower yield stress - versus shear swain rate t in linear scale ; XCIS steel. MDS speci-
men ; broken line shows the best linear fit.

Fig. 31 Shear stains of localizaion vent's log F: XC18 steel, MDS specimen ; circles denote
mean vah.s.
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Fig. 32 Total fracturing energy for MDS specimens as a function of log t, range of high strain
rates, steel XC1S.

Fig. 33 Fracturing energy for "hat" speciments as a function of log t, results from (58] re-analy-

sed for two carbon steels.

Fig. 34 Fracture strain as a function of strain rate for 93% W alloy, after [59].

Fig. 35 SEM micrograph of transition region from smeared shiny surface to microvoid separa-
tion, steel XCi8, Vo - 100 rn/s.

Fig. 36 SEM micrograph of smeared shiny surface, steel XC18, V0 - 100 m/s.

Fig. 37 SEM rnicrograph of region of heavily elongated dimples with traces of cleavage, steel
XC18, Vo = 100 rn/s.

Fie. 38 SEM micrograth showing magnified part of Fig. 37, steel XC18, V,:= 100 m/s.

F.g. 39 Critical shear stesses -,for VAR 4340 steel versus log F ; a - data from individual MDS
tests • b - mean values.

Fig. J 0 Citical shear stresses :, for VAR 4340 steel versus linear scale of t; a - data from indi-

,.Iduai tests ; b - mean values.

Fig. 11 Results for VAR 4340 s:eet indicating approximation by rate sensitivity PF, eq. (63).

F;it. -2 Resuls for VAR 43-0 steel sho.ing approximation by pseudo-viscosity TIF, eq. (64).

Fig. 43 SEI rmicroraph of 'racnare surface. NEDS specimen V0 = 165.8 mrs.

Fis. 4- SEXI -uc".-nrach of fmc:u'e sm"face with higher magnification, V. = 165.8 m/s.

Fig. -15 SENI rnicograph of ,,aac:ure surface. end of tongue, V, = 165.8 mTis.

Fi;. "6 SENI -.ar::orah of .-r-:.-e surface. dimpied region. V' = 165.S z'=s.

Fi4. -: SEN :u,:rogoach of fTac-.,e surface, region of tongue. impact ve!oc:,ty.' V 3 - 71.9 m/s.

Fig. -IS SEM rrncrongrah of frac:ure surface, end of tongue, V, = 71.9 nvs.

Fig. .19 SEM micrograpn of frac-u.re surface. cencal part of the tongue in Fig. 47. V, : 1.9 mis.
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